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the baron’s personal attractions ; according than they are so long-as we act as though \vx>rld aliw all
If we would on.y >nng ie
ev/rv lr.1VP||e|. ¡s narticulaily
to which he rivalled the Revid«e A poll. ; they « ere worse.”
I ourselves to look at the objects that surround ; presen e ‘7..'^/^y^XeZ
j The storv cheered up the mother’s drooping! Every one praised the duke’s zeal in the . us tn then true light, «e should s<e btuu ) . no <•' t
nrmlieious quantity and
JAMES K. REM1CH.
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bed the
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and
innocence. True, no; where before we beheld delormuy, and Its- pedmon. It is II>< pr< gtous q
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Office on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House. ' spirits, so that she
her bed
the ne«t
nextlouse
' cause
of
justice
and
innocence.
one but Leinau knew the whole story, anil; ten to harmony where before we could hear some of the Asmi.c Archehnd’ ate found
terms OF THE gazette and palladium.
1 morning. It was grief that made her sick ; ■ one but Leinau knew the whole
little mote than aajnass,
mass,
that the duke’s liberality was only to pay | nothing but discord. To be sure there is a . to be composed of a hule
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— |' it was hope in Leinau’s protection that curt ; j of mammoth bones. For 80 yeais, SibertHelmold
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J
great
deal
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anxiety
and
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to
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No ed her. Emma spent the whole d;ry in
The next |, we cannot- expect
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re naiu mipii'i at the expiration of the year. No,
;
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Council, and in tearing thom
them nn
up spring Emma beenn»e lhe wile of the minis-1............... "
‘
Phe publisher does not hold himself responsible for I again ; for, somehow or other, a strain of ’ter._ And when the baroness Von Leinau I and steady' hand,
we can so turn our sails, | rently’undiminished. The like phenomeany error in anv advertisement beyond the amount ’
*
‘
splendid
e-'and
manage
our
helm
as to avoid the quick-i! non of the existence in this inhospitable clime
I tenderness would creep in lhe letter, which ' rode through the streets in her
charged for its insertion.
,
Well,
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;
sands,
and
weather
the
storms that threaten II of immense multitudes of these herbiverous
was not proper in writing to a great man, quipage, people said,Ab, ha
see
shipwreck.
\ warm blooded ammals, appears along the
and
he
a
stranger.
44
An.d
yet,
”
Emma
I
pretty
no
doubt.
Ha!
now
we
can
MISO E LL A N ÈOU S.
We are members of one great family ; wei.• whole northern coa<t of Asia and America,
reasoned, 44 it was necessary to say a few I through the whole thing. The duke loved
[From the New York Mirror.]
travelling
same .road, and shall ar-i’and affords scope for a great deal of scientif
. ................
_ ...the ___
words-of thanks fur the necklace,” but: the baron, the baron loved Miss Helmold; are
THE ROYAL GLANCE.
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the eat th, and the most curious branches of
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Bl mENRiCW ZSCifOKKE. '
No Ydifspaper.— i’W time Is coming
dark before the leltei was ready. It was law ! Our duke is a good ruler, but weak then, that brother should hare brother; il is t
when
the man who has the means (and who
[concluded.]
finally agreed that each should write a let — very weak! He don’t know what’s go not proper that friend should deceive friend ; i
is not right that neighbor should injure Ims not ?) «nd do« not lake a newspattet ,
ter according to her own ideas, and then se ing on under bis very nose. We can see itneiuhbor.
‘ We pity that man who can liar- will be looked al by Ins treighb >rs as a fish
The grand duke had ordered a dozen gold | {
lect the best out of each. They had hardly all these things plain enough, but he can’t —
Snuff boxes to be made with his portrait and |begun their task, when a, visitor was an- such is the fate of princes !” Thus (he ta- ' bor enmity against his fellow ; he loses half »ithimt a fin, a crow without a wtngpi blind
set with diamonds, for presents to foreign (nounced, and a stranger entered.
He in- bles were turned, and every one blamed tiie i the enjoyment of life — he embitters his own ! horse, a mole, or what you please. Such an
individual might do well enough to live in
ambassadors. As Baron Leinau was strol- formed
|
the ladies that he came from his ,duke's severity and injustice as much as they existence. Let us tear from our eyes the;
ting through the streets one cool evening jhighness the grand duke, who did not wish ! had formerly praised him.
colored medium that invests
i........- every object .' the manner of a Robinson Crusoe, but he has
1__ __and
,,1 suspicion .; j, no excuse for thrusting himself e.mong those
wrapped in his cloak, he chanced to pass ,lhe registrar’s wife and daughter should con
with lhe green hue of jealousy
the court jeweller’s shop, and he thought he tinue to feel any anxiety as to his situation.
turn
a
deaf
ear
to
lhe
tale
of
scandal —_ who do take newspapers and are better inDELICIOUS BEER.
;
! formed, to gather whatever political intfJIL
would step in and see what progress he was The mother,with smiles on her lips and tears
breathe the spirit of’chaiity from our hearts—
|| ■ gence they may choose to drop for him. We
{Jl/’Ii will be remembered that a year a- let the rich gushings of human kindness swel.
making with the snuff boxes. The jeweller in her eyes, could have hugged him in her
$<>t»rned greatly embarrassed as well as flat arms ; Emma, ashamed and grateful, could go or thereabouts, Mr. Delavan, one of the up as a fountain — so that the 44 golden age” j know many such men, and might name them,
apostles of temperance, charged the Albany will become no fiction, and the islands of but we refrain ; but you, gentle reader, can
tered by the visit, and received him in the have fallen al his feet.
yourself. — Arn. Union.
front shop. The boxes, be said, were in
44 Of course, the suit commenced against (N. Y.) brewers with using filthy and putrid the blessed bloom in more than 44 Hesperian point them out-------000-------the back shop ; but instead of asking him Herr Helmold must take its regular course,” water for malting. For this he was sued by beauty.”
First Lonr?.- David Crockett, when quite
On this trial in
in to look at them, he made some excuse added the stranger,44 but whatever the re- Mr.'Baylor and others.
a youth, fell in love with a beautiful Quaker
and brought two or three out for his inspec- jjsult may be, his highness will provide for April last, which resulted in a triumphant
The Rev. Orville Dewey says
' —and he thus forcibly, graphically, and
lion. — While he was looking- at. them the. 1 him and bis family. It may be some weeks I verdict in his favor, he offered a host of wit 11 Mind is the only thing which society can- girl
!
poetically
describes the effect on an ardent
rear door <qpeued,, and a. young a< y passe , jiefore yOU seehim again, but you need not nesses. Hear what is said, in part, by
not afford to lose. Let the fashion of the iand susceptible mind, produced by first
through (lie shop, who seemed to have been i| fear fur his safely ; it is in your power to
Thomas Coulson—Was your glue-facto country look to it, that it does not become '
love :
weeping The baron felt both a fever and 5i shorten his imprisonment.”
ry in plain sight of the malt-house ? Yes.— degraded before the eyes of the world, by
44 I found myself over head and heels in
agiu-. as he recognized in her the unknown >i 44 How ?” exclaimed both.
What kind of water was there in that pond ? the illiberal exclusion. Show me a society I
beautv whose ima-ge he Had so long cherish- |' 44 By letting nobody know what are (he Always bad ; in a putrid state in the fall of where wealth, dress and equipage, are the)I love with this girl; and I thought that, if all
ed. He bowed in silencr, and she returned I! duke’s sentiments; or that 1 have called up the year. — What was in the waler ; any thing chief lilies to advancement ; from which the lhe hills there were pure chink, and
all belonged to me, I would give them if I
the. greeting. The jeweller hftd his hand 1 on you !”
to make it bad ? Different kinds ofanimals great body of educated, reading and chinking jI could just talk to her as I wanted to ; but I
on the door-knob to Jet her out when he
4* But tell me your name at least?”
floating in the water. !u the warmth of the men of the country are excluded,or efioose to!I was afraid to begin; for, when I would
caught her by tire arm, and said anxiously,
44 Mother,” said Emma, 44 it is our bene weather the waler was green.
Logs, cats, exclude themselves ; and I shall not hesitate!' think of saving any thing to her, my heart
“ Miss you are not well.” He supported factor, to whom we were just writing !”
me
and |j would begin to flatter
and hogs, I have seen. I have seen a dead to say, that you show
n
, a frivolous
.
1
a JmcA: in a
her to seat, his wife brought a glass of wa
, society, fDepend upon n, ll>e c< n-1
(
(<) o|jtdo an(J
k> u
The baron accepted an invitation to sit , horse that died there, pretty near the pond, vulgar
ter, and the bardn approached her anxious- down and hear a full account ol their suffer-j on the rising ground near it. — Did he decay versanon «,11 beco.ne n,e„n and ,nMp,d
, smMk
¡n
thr
lv. Her color soon «oturoed, and she de....
-....... *
.
Il_ 1(ings, especially when lhe mother told him there ? 'Hie horse remained there.—Did you and the manners will want the last grace oi and
choke me like a cold potatoe.'
dared that she felt well enough to wal ' i (bey would be alone.
Intellect,
ever try to make glue of (hat water ? It manner, ease and simplicity.
home at once. The baron insisted upon !j “ For many weeks, those we thought our would not do for that.— Why not ? It was cultivated intellect, is the only refiner.”
accompanying her. His questions met with fi best friends shunned us as though we had what I call rotten water.-—Have you seen
Very Affecting.—.A sentimental youth
--------ooo-------a brief rejily ; his allusions to their former lhe plague !” said the old lady, sighing.
No
man
ever
prospered
having
seen a young damsel shedding tears
that water dipped up and carried any where J
Domestic Life. — I
meeting and regrets at her accidental illness
... i ......... ! over something
cAmni l»i n or in
in her
lipr Ian.
took the first ODlap,
“ Suffer me, then, to be your friend in I have seen it taken in hogsheads into the in lhe world, without lhe consent* and
exer>
> - took the first op•
were received with formal civility. But the I4 need,’” said lhe baron, 44 until your natu malt-house ; poured through al the end of lions of his wife. If she unites in mutual i portunity to be introduced
to her ; and made
poor girl could hardly speak ; her voice was ral protector is restored to you.”
Taylor’s mail-house.—Did the wash of your endeavors, or rewards his labor with an en-} no doubt that she was a congenial spirit,
almost gone, and she trenibled in every
The baron intended to stay but a few ghie-fact.ory rm^uto the pond ? I suppose nearing sunle, with what coniidence will he' 4 W hat work was it that affected you^ sn
limb. She bowed an acknowledgment when minutes, and
I saw you slreri —
__ _ spent
...... a- longa evening.
----He I so. — Did they dip up a great deal or little of resort either to his merchandise of farm - much, the other morning
His
they reached her door, and vanished,
a great many tears, was it Bulwer’s last ?”
was
talk
of
both
mother
and
daughter
Do
not
know
how
much.
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fly
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upon
lhe
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meet
diffi

excellency the president of the council was by day and night ; nor did they think it offi-’ they carry many cuit-loads ? A great many
‘ I don’t know what Bulwer’s last is,’ re
culty and encounter danger, if he knows he
He
almost as much bewildered as she.
turned she, 4 but I assure you that 1 was
ciDus^on
lhe
part
of
their
new
friend,
to
call
cart-loads
;
very
often
two
carts
going
al
is
not
spending
his
strength
in
vain,
but
that
stood at the door a quarter uf an hour and every evening to see if they were safe and
once.
his labor will be rewarded by the sweets of doing a job which always almost kills rne.
then turned off, which way be did not
comfortable.
...
,
z
_
______
home. How delightful it is to have a friend I was peeling onions.’—JV. Y. Atlas.
Henry
Rector.
—
Are
there
graves
on
the
know, repeating 44 Oh heavens how beauti
44 A ou were light Lemau ! said lhe duke,
qJ* (he
ravine ? There are in the Pot- to cheer, and a companion to soothe lhe i
*
..
.....
ful she is !” He meant to go straight to and flung the papers in Helmold’s case a-i
solitary hours of grief and pain ¡-Solitude I An J, tshman stepped tnto a lawyers of__
Field
;
they
approach
nearer
than
in
the
the jeweller’s to learn her name, and all a- wav angrily.—44 Monarchs are not half so
and disappointment enter into the history of. 6ce, recently and said-4 Plaze your honor,
bout her, and ran till he was out of breath,! anxious to be despots, as their subjects are ¡others; in the Dutch burying-ground they are every man’s life, and he is b.t half provid-; > I““4' wrought I wo days for Mr. C—, a
|
not
so
near;
the
ravine
lays
rather
west.
and till he found himself in a wood a couple ijto be slaves. Would it not have been hor
ed for his voyage who finds but an associate¡^vedore, at $1,50 per day-I wen o
of miles from town. Here he came to him-I rible to have removed this good man from Where does the \yash of all these grave yards for happy hour;, while for I,is months
. n.m on Saturday l,,r n.y money, and he told
run
?
The
wash
of
all
of
them
in
the
end,
self, gazed at the old oaks that waved their office, to have confiscated his properly and
darkness and distress no sympathising part- Mae to go to Ins Salanmc majesty ; so I come
must
go
into
the
creek,
if
lheie
is
any
par

branches around him; and laughed at his sent him to lhe mines for ten years for mere
your worship, to see what you would be af
, ner is prepared.
<>wn folly. He posted back to the jewel forgetfulness, for expressing an honest o- ticular wash that is obnoxious.
ter doing for me.”
Robert Harvey . — Have not seen the Pot
ler’s and learned that the lady’s name was pinion to a few friends, or for publishing in
-------- ooo-------- Virtue and Vice. — Every man has actu
Was
Emma Helmold ; but it was some time be formation that was in every body’s hands ter’s Field for three or four years.
A French Abbe, who was extremely cor
ally
within
him
the
seeds
of
every
viitue
fore he could prevail upon him to say more. before ? It did him no good before the there in 1833 or ’34; Saw then the edge of
pulent, coming late one evening to a fortivv
The young lady had come there, without court that the secret correspondence was the coffins sticking out into the ravine. That ai.d every vice ; and the proportion in which |ineoiowii,
they
thrive
and
ripen
depends
in
general
|
le( l.f>?yn asked a countryman whom he
the knowledge of her mother, who was sick found among your predecessors papers. He was where the water runs.
rnet, if he could get in at the gate? 4 I
upon the situation in which he has been, and | . . ..
in bed, to sell her only ornament, a necklace was equally guilty whether he knew of it,
Charles IF. Harvey.— Part of the offal
| should think you might,’ said the peasant,
of pearls and diamonds, to provide for their or did not know of it: Ferlach’s eloquent of the slaughter-house drained into the pond is placed.
| looking at him jocosely, 4 for I saw a load
daily wants. She told him the family were pamphlet in his defence shall be printed at from which water was taken near the slaughof hay go in this morning.’
77ze Tears of Youth.—Tears do not
in great need, and the honest jeweller told the public expense. The affair will come ter-house.— What was the character of the
dwell
long
upon
lhe
cheeks
of
youth.
Rain
her that he would buy the necklace, bill before the court of Appeals soon, and then water in that pond ? Very bad —There were
“ No onp would take you to be what you
that she would have the right to redeem it
almost always mure or less dead animals in drops easily from the bud, rests on the bos are,” said an old fashioned gentleman, a
we will act.”
om
of
the
maturer
flower,
and
breaks
down
within a year.
day or two ago, to a dandy, who had more
The decision of lhe upper court was in, the water. What dead animals have you
“ Send it back to the lady at once!” Helmold’s favor. The duke was delighted,( seen while dipping ? Seen dead cats, dogs, that one only which hath lived its day.
hair than brains. 44 Why ?” was immedi
cried the baron, 44 you shall have your mon and told his minister, “Truth conquers !”
and I think hogs ; and horses up towards the
ately asked. 44 Because they can’t see your
Friendship.
—
The
water
that
flows
from
ey within an hour—at once, do you hear !”
44 Because lhe Court of Appeals under- glue-factory.
a spring does not congeal in the winter. ears !”
It was dark when the jeweller brought stand that you are displeased with lhe trick
And those sentiments of friendship which
the necklace to its astonished owner. She ery and servility of lhe Criminal Court. If
The Catacombs of Egypt are of such im flow from the heart, cannot be frozen by ad
i( Clear as Mud.”—A Loco Foco orator
would not take it at first.
you had kept your real opinions, a secret a mense extent that Mr. Buckingham, the ori versity.
recently said, that the present embarrassed
You must !” said the jeweller in great
and distressed condition of the country, was
little longer, who knows but they would ental traveller, conceives them to contain
anxiety, 44 you must ! 1 have my orders have confirmed the sentence?”
more bodies than there are people now living
44 produced by a concatenation of fortuitous
Keep
not
your
religion
for
the
Sabbath
;
from a high*quarter. I have got the money
44 1 will cashier the venal tribunal,” cried on the globe. These mummies are now whol have it at heart and at hand, at dinner and circumstances, superinduced by a succession
I paid for it.” Emma plied him with ques
the duke ; 44 and form a new one, and hon- ly destitute of any animal matter. Il has all at tea, and let every occurrence furnish you of unparalleled coincidences !” Every one
tions, and the jeweller, whose cardinal vir est old Ferlach shall be at the head of it. changed into a resinous substance, or decoy
will acknowledge the force, beauty and ap
with a subject for spiritual improvement.
tue was not silence, told her the whole story.
The Chancellor Von Wandel I mean to re- ed. They are taken from the catacomb to
titude of this definition. Il is as 44 clear as
Emma blushed scarlet. He laid-the neck
move, and give Helmold his office.. But to be exported, a^d to be used for fuel. The
Alexander the Great, once degraded an mud.’#
lace on the table, and went away.
promote a good servant is only my duty to finest are exported whole as objects of curi
officer
of distinction, by removing him to
He did well, for she wanted to be alone.
the State ; how shall 1 reward him for the osity for museums*. Certain parts, as the an inferior situation. He, some time after,
An Indiana editor says he once knew of
She sat in silence half an hour lost in
inside
of
the
bead
and
chest,
are
sold
as
a
service he has done me, in the bitter but
a Justice of the Peace who used to judge of
asked
the
officer
how
he
liked
his
new
of

thought, often in tears. — She did not know
drug, and the back bone is ground into pow
the new prime minister by sight, as she sel wholesome lesson his case has taught me? der for a paint which is highly prized by ar fice. 4 It is not the station,’ replied the offi the merits of the cause presented to his con
We must see about that hereafter.”
cer, 4 which gives consequence to the man, sideration by throwing the documents con
dom went from home ; while she was telling
It was like a clap of thunder to many, tists.
but the man to the station. No situation nected with each cause into a pair of scales
her story and crying at the jeweller’s, he
can be so trifling, as not to require wisdom and deciding by their weight.
ran all at once into the back shop and cried, especially to the criminal judges and Chan
In
1703,
the
site
of
what
is
now
St.
Pe

i4 Miss, miss, stop crying ! His excellency cellor Von Wandel, to learn the next day tersburg, was a wilderness, a wooded marsh, and virtue in the performance of its duties.’
that the grand-duke had confirmed the de
Going back to first principles. — A west
The monarch was so well pleased with this
the prime minister will be here in a minute !”
cision
of the Court of Appeals; that the having only a few fishermen’s huts on it ; answer, that he restored him to his former ern editor says that the rivers are now high
This frightened her, for she had dreaded
now there is a splendid city,—perhaps the
er than they have been at any time since
him ever since her father’s misfortunes, and prime-minister himself, by the sovereign’s most splendid in the world. All this may rank.
command,
had
announced
his
liberation
to
the adoption of lhe Federal Constitution.
she went out hastily. But when she saw
be said to have been done by four or five
Picayune.
Reflections on Women.—The usefulness
in the dreaded statesman, the noble looking Helmold, and taken him home in his own sovereigns, viz I Peter the Great, Elizabeth,
man, whom, though they had met but once, carriage ; that Chancellor Von Helmold had Catharine the second, Alexander, and Nich and expensiveness of modern women multi
This reminds us of a man who said that
she had never forgotten, her strength failed dined at the royal table and been treated olas, the present emperor. Peter did much ; ply bachelors.
more snow fell in Vermont, in proportion
her. She knew that he had attended her with marked distinction ; and finally, had but he was surpassed by Catharine the sec
to the number of inhabitants, than in any
Vile
men
owe
much
of
their
vileness
to
home, but how or what he said, she had for- been presented with a pretty estate near ond, commonly called the great. Alexan women of character, who hardly ever scru other State in lhe Union.—St. Louis Gaz.
gotten. Sire replaced the necklace in its the capitol.
--------------- 000---------------The old friends of Von Helmold’s fami der, during his reign of 25 years, also did ple to receive them into their society, if the
casket, feeling that it was now doubly dear
A termagant told her spouse that she be
ly now came swarming around the house much, very much, though his greatest and men are rich, talented and fashionable, even
to her.
best deeds were more of a moral nature—in though they have been guilty of ever so lieved him to be related to the devil; 4 only
Emma felt strong in the belief that her like bees. One was very sorry that he hap the promotion of education, religion, and much baseness to other women.
by marriage,’ was lhe reply.
pened
to
be
absent
when
they
were
in
trouble,
newly found friend would rescue her father
the
giving
of
freedom
to
the
serfs.
from his persecutor. 44 We are safe, moth and another was sick just then, the third
4 Beauty soon decays,’ as the lady said
« Birds,’ says BulwerV have often seem
er,” shid she, standing by her parent’s bed without a dollar ready money, the fourth
It is now well authenticated that the ed to me like the messengers from earth to when somebody applied a wet sponge to
engaged
by
domestic
afflictions,
and
so
forth
side. “ I mean to write a letter to his ex
Rothschilds hold a mortgage of the Holy heaven — charged with the homage and grat her red cheeks.
cellency. the prime minister. He is a kind- Emma had admirers in plenty, and it rain
City ; a circumstance that gives extraordi itude of nature, and gifted with the most
ed
invitations.
The
old
lady
was
for
re

hearted statesman ! She was too full of
4 Short calls are best,’ as the fly said when
nary interest to the movements of the Jews eloquent of created voices to fulfil the mis
the adventure to keep any thing back, so nouncing the acquaintance of all her false
he lit upoh the hot stove.
sion?
and to the signs of the times.
friends,
but
her
husband
dissuaded
her.
she told the whole story from beginning to
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His troops then threw down their arms and
“ j N Hampshire Legislature.—.A slip from ‘
[From the Albany Evening Journal.]
surrendered, to the number of 500. After
MAIL ARTICLES.
New Hampshire Statesman i VOTE OF THE EMPIRE STATE.
wards 1500 more were taken, and were pla
[From the Boston Advertiser, 20th inst.]
From Florida.—A detachment of U. S. £ivPS
proceedings
- of the New Hampr
. .| We publish to-day the Official Canvass of
on board the fleet. Ofthe marines, 15
•firrival of the Caledonia. ced
, shire Legislature on Wednesday and 1 hurs- the votes given in this State for Electors,
were killed and wounded. Tyre was pre troops have captured twelve of the womeny day, together with the Governor’s Message. Governor, Senators and Congressmen. The
FIFTEEN DAYS LATER FROM EUROPE.
viously taken by two British frigates. The) and children of tl:e Seminole Indians.
portion of the plunder ol Indian key was The two Houses met, appointed the usual grijnd results are as follows
Yesterday arrived the steam ship Caledo found there four months’ provisions, in corn j taken with them. The Indians were daily committees, and received (he Message, Whole number of votes for President, 438,331
1
and
other
articles.
They
had
also
entered
nia, in 14 3-4 days from Liverpool, and 40
Governor, aq
438,720
“
“
“
« 7on
committing depredations.
j j which was read and ordered to be printed, i
Senators,
439,555
hours from Halifax. She left Liverpool at i Caiffa, which was evacuated by its garrison,
»n,t about
fifteen
miles
from St. ' 0,1 Thursday the two Houses met in con- I
Fort
Hanso
____
__
________
Cotjg’ssmen, 438,481
4 o’clock, P. M. on the 4th inst. and has I and took away all the brass guns and mor- Augustine, has been burnt. The troops that ' v^nilon,
e<ni‘»i, and the Secretary brought io
r4
in the
tne 1 Harrison
225,812 VOIeg<
bad boisterous weather, the winds for the i tars, 1000 stand of arms, &c.
were
garrisoning
(volunteers)
v
‘
des
electors.
The
convention
was
Seward/
it
(
volunteers)
had
left
it
j
vote
s
lor
222,010
It
was
reported
by
tin?
late
accounts
from
first week being from Northwest, and since
: f. .. ?.it was
.. ... burnt.
I.....:.—
There;’tiCcl
’P'e<4i through
in reading
andJ re- : Harrison Senators,
but a lew hours before
—¡-There
* ..........
........ 1 the day
1 ..............
*
223.648
j
Syria
that
Ibrahim
Pacha
had
entrusted
the
that time, Northeast. She has brought awere eight distincturacks discovered around C(),ding the returns, after which they were
1
” ‘
Harrison
Congressmen,
223,831
bout 40 passengers from Liverpool, and 16 ' command of his army to Soliman Pacha, and !| the Fort by the scout who disco veied that referred to a committee.
i Van Buren,
212,519
from Halifax. Il is but 34 days since the had proceeded to Cairo to have an interview ;i the place was burnt. One of the tracks was
Gov. Page’s Message begins with a eulo ! Bouck,
216,710
with
bis
father.
The
Christian
population
'
Caledonia left this port for Liverpool, She
215,907
gy tipon the Sub-Treasury ; it contains next I Van Buren Senators,
that of a negro, and very large.
took the place ofthe Columbia, which was of Syria had manifested disaffection to Me
214,650
some notice of the proceedings of the Bank Van Buren Congressmen,
Harrison’s majority,
hemet Ali, but the Druses remained faithful.
13,293
not quite ready lor this voyage.
Commissioners, and some remarks upon the Seward’s
LATE
FROM
FLORIDA.
5.300
By the Caledonia we have received our The Abbe St. Etienne had been sent to
Encouraging Prospect. — We have been State Prison, upon the judiciary, and upon Whig majority on Senators,
7,741
files of London papers to the afternoon of Mount Lebanon to preach to the Christians favored with the perusal of a letter from the the proposed hospital for the insane, and
“
“
on Congressmen, 9,181 “
the 3d inst. and Liverpool papers to the 4th. in favor of Mehemet Ali., but his mission head quarters of the army of Florida, dated closes with some notice of the Geological
The vote on Senators and Congressmen
The papers inform us of an entire revo proved a failure, and be had returned to A'l- October 23d, 1840, which holds out (he survey ofthe Slate. The first annual report may be considered the fair test ol the strength
lution in the French Ministry.
This ap exandr ia.
of the geologist, Dr. Jackson, is expected in of both parties.
News had been received by telegraph at most encouraging prospects for a termina the course of the coming winter.—Boston
pears to have taken place in consequence of
Average vote for Van Buren Senators and
tion
of
the
Florida
war.
—
-The
first
confer

exceptions taken by the King, to the draft Paris from Madrid to Oct. 28, on which day ence of the Indians with Gen. Armistead Advertiser.
Congressmen, 215,278.
Gen. Harrison runs ahead of the Harrison
ofthe royal speech for the opening of the the young Queen and her sister the infanta led to the terms which he had to propose to
session ofthe Chambers, which was about entered Madrid, attended by Espartero on them, to all of which they assented, and
Yesterday about ten o’clock, the Grand Senators and Congressmen. 2.073.
Gov. Seward runs ¿e/n’nef the Harrison Sen
to take place.
The passage objected to horseback. The Queen Regent had some which are to be presented to the Govern Jury came in, and presented an indictment
ators
and Congressmen, 1,729.
time
previously
abdicated
.the
Regency,
in
was the announcement ofthe immediate levy
ment at Washington, by a deputation of against Mrs. Hannah Kenney, charging her.
Mr. Van Buren runs behind the Van Buren
consequence
of
the
nomination
of
Espartero
of 150,000 more troops. Representations had
chiefs. This deputation are to come on with murdering George T. Kenney, her Senators and Congressmen, 2,759.
already been made by the German powers, as co-regent and had sailed from Valencia | this month. The chiefs who have had in husband, by a certain poison called white
Mr. Bouck runs ahead of the Van Buren
to the increase of the French army, point by steamer for France and bail arrived at j terviews with General Armistead appear arsenic. Shortly after, she was brought in Senators and Congressmen, 1,432.
ing out its tendency to disturb the peace of Marseilles. Queen Isabel and her sister I to be anxious for the sepleincnt ofthe vexed to Court attended by Joseph Harrington,
Although Mr. Bouck’s excess over the av
Europe. The King objected to the propos left Valencia lor Madrid on the 20:h. and | question. They want P^tetain a portion of Esq. as Counsel, and was puf to the b»r, erage of h^ ticket is not as great by 641 as
ed increase, and th> ministers immediately slept that night at Alcira, and on the 27tb at the country in Florida, but say, if the Gov and arraigned. She pleaded not guilty, that of General Harrison over“ his, and al
tendered their resignation, which was accep Aranjuez.—The Dutchess of Victoria, the ernment orders otherwise, they will submit. and said she was ready for trial, and the though Mr. Van Buren runs behind the aver
age ol his ticket 1000 votes more than Gov.
ted by the King. This took place on the wife ol Gen Espartero, acted as Camera Should the present renewed prospect of sooner it took place the better. Judge Put Seward does behind his, the most obvious
afternoon of Oct. 21. There is some diver Mayo to Isabel 11, and the Duke was ap peace, under the auspices of Gen. Armis- nam asked the Attorney Genera) if he was method of approximating to a correct average
sity in the statements of the points of differ pointed Captain General ofthe Body Guard. tead, and the brave officers and soldiers un ready, who replied io the affirmative. The result oi the election would be to compare
ence between »he King and the Ministry. There appear to be serious dissensions a- der his command, end in a fulfilment of our Court saiil he could not now fix the time of candidates who run ahead of their ticket,
A meeting of the principal conservations mong the Council of Regency, particularly wishes, we shall be rejoiced. Gen. A. has trial without consulting the other Judges with each other, and in like manner candi
immediately look place, after the resignation in relation to the dissolution of the Senate. been indefatigable in bis exertions since he now on the Circuit, but due notice should dates who run behind. It is thus ascertain
was known, and the namesofa new list The young Queen, on her journey, was re took command of the Florida army, and if be given. She was then remanded to jail. ed that
Harrison’s majority over Bouck is
9,102
of Ministers were immediately laid before ceived with acclamations by the people, he succeeds in terminating the war, Ins coun
Boston Gazette.
feeward’s
“
“ Van Buren is 9,491
and
the
National
Guard.
the public. It is said that the King first
try will not be ungrMelul. — Alexandria
applied to Count Mole, and subsequently to ' On the night ofthe 24th there was a col Gazette.
WHO CAN BEAT THIS ?
The Legislature of Alabama convened at
Marshal Soult, to form the new Ministry. lision between two steamboats belonging to
The following facts in relation to a remark Tuscaloosa on the 2d inst. The Senate was
the
London
and
Havre
line,
between
9
and
The details of the new arrangement were
Michigan Indians.— Wte learn that four able instance of longevity, retention of mental organized by the election of Mr. Cottrell as
The
President and Pleasant Hill, Esq. Secretary,
not fully settled until the 30(h, when the 10 o’clock, off Dungeness Point.
or
five hundred Indians from this Slate are vigor and physical strength, have been furn
ordnance announcing the new appointments Phoenix steamer was going to and the Brit- now being transported w^sl of the Missis ished us by a friend who assures ns they may both Loco Focos, without opposition. In
the House, Samuel Walker, Loco Foco, was
be fully relied on as correct.
coming from Havre.
Both boats
appeared in the Paris Moniteur, as follows :
elected Speaker over Elisha Young, whig.
good deal damaged, and the Phoenix, sippi under the general supeiitendance of
In
the
town
ot
Newfield,
Maine,
now
lives
Marshal Soult,
President of the Coun being heavily loaded, immediately went Major Forsyth. They were averse to go Mr. Winburn Drew, who was born in ibis The vote stood for Walker 49, for Young 41.
The Locofocos elected all their officers by
cil and Minister of down, By the exertions of the captain and ing, and are therefore escorted bv a military place, (Salem) in March, 1744, and is conse
War.
quently more than ninety six years of age. the same majority. There were six wliigs
crew of the Britannia all the passengers and force from Detroit underGen. Brady.
tw«j Locos absent. When the House is
M. Guizot,
Chicago American.
Foreign Affairs.
He retains a power of activity and strength and
crew of the lost vessel were saved. — Prop
full, parties stand 52 Locos and 48 whigs.
of
body
and
mind
rarely
to
be
met
with.
At
M. Duchatel,
Interior. »
erty on board the Phoenix, valued at ¿£15,Last year there were 66 Locos and 34 whig».
M. H umann,
Great Crops of Corn.—The Kentucky one time during the past summer, in the
Firm nee.
National Intelligencer.
000, was lost. She was a French vessel,
month of July, he was employed in mowing,
M. Villemain,
Public Instruction.
of a beautiful model. She had on board 40 papers state that Mr. W. C. Young, of Jes accompanied by a son, grandson, great grand
samine county in that State, has reared upon
M. Martin (du Nord,) Justice.
Pennsylvania Electors.—Gov. Porter of
passengers and a crew of 30 persons.
and a great great grandson of eleven Pennsylvania
an acre of ground this year, 39 barrels and son,
has issued his proclamation an
Admiral Duperre,
Marine.
years spreading the grass—in all, five genera nouncing
It is stated under dale of Malta, Oct. 15,
the choice of Electors of President
M. Cnnin fGridaine,) Commerce.
one
bushel
of
corn.
This
takes
the
banner
tions.
On
the
day
that
he
became
96
years
that a strict and rigorous mercantile block
and Vice President, consisting of the name»
M. Teste,
Public Works.
ade of the coast of Syria and Egypt com for corn ; a crop two years ago in the Scio old, he walked a distance of four miles to at which formed the Harrison ticket. This is
to
valley,
having
yielded.
31
barrels,
and
a
tend the wedding of a great grand-daughter.
The retiring Ministers were Thiers, Pres menced on the6th inst. and that the mails
He was at the battle ot Bunker Hill, was about equivalent to a proclamation that Penn
ident ofthe Council and Minister of Foreign for Alexandria and India, will, in conse crop some years ago in New York, having
with
Gen. Arnold in the expedition to Que sylvania has given 30 votes for Harrison and
yielded
34
barrels.
Affairs ; Gen. Cubieres, Minister of War; quence be detained., A letter from Alexan
bec; was the first settler of Newfield which Tyler.—Boston Daily Adv.
Remusat, Interior ; Cousin, Public Instruc dria of Oct. 7, says that the Pacha had de
now contains two thousand inhabitants ; and
The Extra Globe.-— Tins vile sheet has built
Mr. M'Duffie.—We should be pleased to
tion ; Vivien, Justice ; Ad. Boussin, Ma clared that he should not molest the India
the first log house as also the first frame
rine ; Jaubert, Public Works ; Gouin, Com mails, but should allow them to passas usual. expired by its own limitation —Amos has house in that town. His eyesight is not in hear from this distinguished man in his retire
pocketed more than $50,000 from the faith the least impaired, he reads readily without ment. He cannot but be extremely gratified
merce ; and Pelet, Finance.
The new
at the effects produced by his recent letters in
Latest from the La Plata.— By the ship ful, and now issues proposals for a newspa glasses, has through life been uniform and Georgia. His ill opinion of Gen. Harrison
Ministry appear not to be popular with the
temperate
in
his
mode
of
living,
and,
for
the
per
to
be
called
“
Kendall
’
s
Expositor.
”
Paris press, but it is supported by the friends Brutus, Captain Adams, from Montevideo,
is hardly sustained by the Southern People.
of peace, and it is understood that it will be we learn that on the 12th September, when We agree with a friend that he has exposed last twenty years has subsisted principally on
A*. Y. Courier.
milk
diet.
And
finally,
as
a
crowning
act,
supported by Mole, Dupin, Passy, Salvardy, he left, the blockade of Buenos Ayres still himself already sufficiency.—Harrisburg fully in accordance with a correct life, he
Intelligencer.
Lamartine and l^ufaure.
Tough Question.—The Richmond Whi#
continued.
ro«!e a distance of more than a mile, at the
Gen. Lavalie, who had been operating
K The King and royal family on the 24th,
recent election in Maine, and deposited his says; The meeting between Mr. Calhoun
A Flag unfurled. — The “ Spirit of De* vote for WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON and Mr. Van Buren will be delightful. Won
took up their residence at the palace of the for the last year or two in the provinces of
Entre Rios and Corientes, in concert with mocracy,” hoists its flag, and publishes the as President, and the entire Whig ticket. der \vhich will feel the cheapest?
Tailleries for the winter.
M. Guizot, the French ambassador at the French, having invaded those Provinces name of the Hon. Tbos. H. Benton, for Can any one wonder nt the restored brillian
Georgia.— Resolutions have been introduc
London, and the newly appointed Minister with a force collected at Montevideo, has President.—Underneath is placed a ball, on cy of the Star in the East, or at the signal re ed into the Legislature of Georgia, now in
demption
of
the
country,
when
even
our
ven

which
is
inscribed
the
motto
of
“
Solitary
recently
evacuated
them,
and
landed
in
the
for Foreign Affairs, took leave of Lord Pal
erable patriarchs manifest such a holy zeal session, instructing their Senators in Congress
merston, on his return to France, on the Province of Buenos Ayres. Governor Ro and alone I put this ball in motion.”
and activity in the cause of liberty ?—Salem from that Slate to vote for a repeal of the
Sub-Treasury act, or resign.
Another.—The Rochester Democrat Register.
sas with his troops, had left the city to give
24th.
The new ministers took the oaths of of him battle, and was about four leagues dis publishes the proceedings of the Van Buren
John Moore (whig) is ejected to Congress
tant therefrom. From the last accounts, it men of Greene Township, Monroe county,
fice in presence ofthe King on the 29th.
Snow Storm on the Seacoast.—The se in the Third Congressional District of LouIt had been reported that M. Thiers was was thought the hostile parlies would not wherein they nominate Gen. Lewis Cass. cond snow storm of* the season began here isi«.a, to supply the place of Mr. Garland,
All this is taking time by the forelock.
about to retije to Italy after the debate upon very soon come to an engagement.
at 7 or 8 o’clock on Wednesday evening resigned.
All parties were awaiting the arrival of
the address ; but this report is contradicted
and continued about 12 hours, leaving the
El tu Bute. — Kinderhook, the future^ earth covered to a depth of four or five in
by the Constitutionnel, which declares the the new French /Admiral, in the hope that
Thursday, the 19th inst. was observe«! in
measures might then be adopted for the home of Mr. Van Buren, gave him a smaller ches of very light snow, most of which has Alexandria, D. C. as a day of general rejoicing
assertion entirely unfounded.
majority
by
seven,
than
any
of
the
other
Some important military operations had opening of (he port.
disappeared in the streets. At New York for the election of Gen. Harrison to the Pres
candidates upon the Loco Foco ticket. F
been carried on in Syria, and a step had
"e jI it......
bega
ban on Wednesday morning, and con idency.
Railroads in the United Slates. — The was ten behind some of the candidates. tinued through the day, the snow melting
been taken in the negotiations, which, taken
n Extravagant Bet.—A gentleman,
in connection, afford a prospect of a speedy Journal of the Franklin Institute contains a Next to losing his own State, this must be nearly as soon as it fell. It extended also lastAsummer,
made a bet that the Whig ma
detailed
account
of
the
railroads
in
a
most
mortifying.
—
Portland
Adv.
settlement of the Egyptian question. A let
into New Jersey. The storm appears not jority in Massachusetts would exceed that of
number
of
the
States,
with
the
length,
ter from Lord Palmerston to Lord Ponsonto have extended far into the interior. On Mr. Van Buren in all the States put together.
Professor Davis, of the University of Vir the Hudson river there was no snow above From present appearances, he has a fair pros
by, the British Ambassador at Constantino costs, &c. from the tables of which the
National
Gazette
gives
the
following
;
ginia, has been killed in a college row by one the highlands and the weather was pleas- pect of winning it.—Newburyport Her.
ple, is published, in which he slates that it
is the opinion of the British Government, In Pennsylvania, the number of railroads ol the students. The students were masked ant.—Boston Ado.
There was only one scattering or scattered
(and intimates an expectation that instruc are thirty-six, the number of miles opened at the time of the disturbance, and the mur
tions to that effect will be given by the gov five hundred and seventy six and a half, the derer fired a pistol at the Professor, who died
Greatest Crop of Corn yet Noticed.— vote thrown in the whole Stale of Rhode
ernments of Austria, Prussia and Russia,) total length of road eight hundred and fifty of the wound a day or two after. Several of We are pretty confident that the island ofthe Island, at the last election.
-------- ooo-------that it would be expedient that the represen miles and a quarter, and the amount already the students have been arrested — the guilty Winnipiseogee Lake in New Hampshire,
It is worthy of remark that, whilst Gen.
expended,
$15,640,450.
In
Virginia,
the
!
individual
is
thought
to
be
a
young°man
tatives of the four powers at Constantinople
will bear away the palm ofthe largest crops Harrison has run ahead of his friends in all
should be instructed to proceed to the Turk Carolinas, Georgia and Florida, there are [ from Georgia, by the name of Semmes. The of corn the present year. Capt. Pillsbury,
is npviwii
spoken ui
of lit
in the
papers upon the Derby farm, which embraces the the local elections, and been stronger than
*■ IWIVOdVI IO
IUV Virginia
V Itglllicl pcipria
ish .Minister, and state to him that their res twenty-three roads, and nine hundred and I Professor
his party, Mr. Van Boren does not keep up
ninety-four
miles
opened
;
total
length,
six'*
......
z
------'
1
’
'
in terms oi the utmost respect, and his death
pective governments, in pursuance of the
Caw island, has this year several acres plant with the strength of his. In the New York
teen
hundred
and
seventy-five
miles
and
a
is
looked
upon
as
a
public
calamity.
—
New

7th article of the separate act annexed to
ed with the Golden Sioux, being of the election, Gen. Harrison’s majority will be
the treaty of July 15, “ beg strongly to rec half. Amount expended, $18,442,000.— buryport Herald.
same kind with the Dutton and Phinnev much greater than Seward’s, and Mr. Van
ommend to the Sultan, that if Mehemet Ali In Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ten
corn. The corn was planted in hills, at the
A New Mingling of the Wafers.— Wa distance of two feet one way by three the Buren’s vote less than that of the Locofoco
should al an early period make his submis nessee, and Kentucky, there are twenty
candidate for the office of Governor. In the
sion to the Sultan, and should agree to re seven railroads, one hundred and ninety-five bash and Erie Canal.—This great work is other. As the best method of ascertaining city, the vote for the Van Buren Electoral
miles
in
operation
;
total
length
of
roads,
enow completed from L.afayjptte, al the the quantity of corn upon an acre, Captain
store the Turkish fleet, and to withdraw his
Ticket is much less than that cast for the Lo
troops from Syria, from Adana, Candia, and leven hundred and forty-eight miles and a head of steamboat navigation, on the Wa Pillsbury has adopted the more certain meth
co candidates for Congress. In Kinderhook,
quaUer.
Already
expended,
$9,651,000.
bash,
to
Fort
Wayne,
at
head
of
boat
tile Holy cities, the Sultan should not only
od of measuring by Weight.
The whole even, it is the same.
reinstate Mehemet Ali as Pacha of Egypt, In Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, and Illinois, navigation on the Maumibe. The first canal weight of a measured acre of the Golden
but should also give him an hereditary te there are twenty-nine roads, one hundred boat from Fort Way tie, at caved at Lafayette Sioux Corn, upon Mr. Derby’s farm, was
Veterans. — At the opening of the poll»
nure in that Pachalic, according to the con and ninety-six miles in operation ; toJal week before last.
92 16 pounds : this at 70 pounds to the bush in Ward 9 on Monday last, at 9 o’clock,
ditions specified in the treaty of July, and length of roads, two thousand eight hundred
el, would measure 13 1 6-10 bushels to the there were twelve men standing there —not
Shock of an Earthquake.— We were vis acre.
liable of course to forfeiture, by an infrac and twenty-one miles and a half. Amount
• withstanding the storm—ready to deposite
ited on Saturday night between 9 and 10 o’
tion of those conditions, on thé part of Me expended, ^5,523.640.
Of the species of Blank Oa’s, as high as their votes, the average of whose age was
clock, with an extraordinary storm, accom 94 bushels to the acre without manure, were eighty-one years each. It is, perhaps, un
hemet Ali or his successors.”
The way the public money is kept in the panied by heavy thunder and vivid lightning.
A compliance with this recommendation
Kingdom of Bavaria is this
they have two Shortly alter 9, the buildings in various parts raised on the fields which produced the necessary to add that they all voted the
by the Sultan, together with the successes comptrollers,
great crop of last year.
Whig ticket.— Boston Trans.
both accountable, and both have
of the Allied troops in Syria, and the altered keys for the same chest, so that one cannot of our city, trembled and shook for several
The average crop of Wheat—larger than
seconds, as if through the agency of an earth we have heard in the State the present sea
position of the French government, seem open it without the other.
The old fashioned democrats begin to
quake. We have since been informed that son—was thirty-four bushels to the acre up think Van Buren is not quite so great a man
likely to bring the Pacha of Egypt to
terms.
Ha d Times. — A Loco Fuco, the other the waters of the Delaware were agitated by on the Derby farm.—Hill’s Monthly Vis as Jefferson, after all. His “ second Decla
The whole coast of Syria from Tripoli to evening, bragging of a pair of pantaloons, a heavy and unusual swell at the same time. itor.
ration of Independence” which he signed
Philadelphia Inquirer.
Acre is in possession of the Turkish and said they were made of real democratic
last Fourth of July, does not take so well as.
Allied troops. Bey rout was the place last : hard times. A Whig standing by, who ob
The Boston Mercantile Journal, mentions the office-holders expected.
South Carolina.—The Charleston Cou the names of John Quincy Adams, Isaac C.
taken. The Emir Bechyr had surrendered, ' served that they were made part of wool
and with his family and suite, to the number and part ol cotton, remarked, he supposed rier publishes a list of members of the Legis Bates, Levi Lincoln, and Abbott Lawrence,
Judging from the immense State majori
of 115 persons, had arrived at Malta on they must be northern pantaloons with lature of that State. The Senate consisting as among the distinguished sons of Massa ties for Harrison, it would appear as if a
of 45 members, are all Van Buren or Cal chusetts, well fitted to fill with honor to great deal of“ British Gold” had been wast
board a steamer, on his way to England. southern principles.
houn men. The house stands 111 Van Bu themselves and the commonwealth, the of ed. More Locos were boyght up than were
Sidon was taken by storm Oct. 26, after a
sharp action. Under the cannonade of sev
Novel Salute.—At New Orleans the ren or Calhoun, 13 Whigs.
fice of United States Senator, rendered va necessary.
eral ships of war and four steamers, ,800
__ night after the close of the polls at the late
cant by the election of li honest John Da
John Van Buren, who is elected to Con vis” to the gubernatorial chair.
Curious Bonnet.—A bonnet is now exhibit
Turkish troops, 700 English marines, and a election a salute of twenty-six guns was fired
ing at the Institute in Niblo’s Garden, Newpartv of Austrians landed and entered the by a committee of both political parties, in gress in Ulster and Sullivan counties in New
Van
Buren’s “ ......
standing
army
now
rnade of melon seeds. It contain»
..... ..............
..
...... ” will
..............
place by assault. The Egyptian command-; honor of the peaceable and orderly manner York, is not the President’s son, who bears
■
not parade any more at presenton 83,/63 seeds and 17,776 stitches each takeni
er, with two bayonets at his breast, refused in wInch the election was carried on and the same name. Prince John, says the 1 probably
I with a needle ! This is a monument of both
quarter, a^d resisted, and was shot down.1 concluded.—Portland Adv.
Boston Allas, lives in Albany.
j account of the great storm.
I patience and industry.

FOREIGN NEWS

■" 'tage fit least to the working-men of our coun
try, and thereby earned the nickname of“ no
meat Williams.” He received 5006 votes—
siturday; November as, is40.
Borden (whig) had 4991, and there were 70
ELECTORAL RECORD.
scattering.
The following table shows the result of the i In the 11th district. Barker Burnell (whig)
Elections in the several Stales for Electors ofj is elected over Henry Crocker (V. B.) by a
jAtesident and Vice President, as far as a seer i majority of 1742 votes. This district is now
Wined. The whole number chosen is 294- i represented by Mr. Reed (whig) who declinnecessary to a choice 148.
! ed a re-election.
Harrison. Van Buren.
In the 12th district John Q. Adams (whig)
10
*MAINE,
»NEW-HAMPSHIRE,
7
is re-elected over William M. Jackson (V. B.)
MASSACHUSETTS,
14
by a majority of 1003 votes.
»CONNECTICUT,
8
*RHODE-ISLAND,
NEW-JERSEY,
MARYLAND,
*N EW-YORK,
OHIO,
GEORGIA,
INDIANA,
KENTUCKY,
»PENNSYLVANIA, '
* VIRGINI A,
^LOUISIANA,
VERMONT,
DELAWARE,
*M ISSO URI,
»MICHIGAN,
TENNESSEE,
»NORTH CAROL INA
»MISSISSIPPI,

4
8
10
42
21
11
9
15
30

KENTUCKY.

Returns from 62 of the 95 counties in this
Slate give Harrison a majority of 23,318.
NORTH CAROLINA.
23

5
7
3

4

3
15
15
4

34

234
*Van Buren States in 1836.

Returns from 43 counties give Harrison a
majority of ] 1,500, and shew a whig gain'since
August of 3,700.
LOUISIANA.

The New Orleans Bee of the 12th inst.
gives complete returns from the State, show
ing a majority for Harrison of 3,651—a whig
train since July last of 1595 votes and since
November 1836 (when' Van Buren carri
ed the State) of 3326.

THE POPULAR. VOICE.
MISSISSIPPI.
The following table exhibits the popular
All but S small counties in.
vote in the several Suites, as far as the offimajority 3,177,
cial returns are received :
«
Maine,
New Hampslure,
Vermont,
Massachusetts,
Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
New-York,
Maryland,
Pennsylvania,
Ohio,

Harrison

Van Buren.

46.613
26.434
32,440
72.913
5213
31.601
225.812
33.538
144.018
148,141

46,190
32.670
18,018
52,432
3,263
25 284
212 514
28,759
143 675
124,780

766,723

687,585

Abolition Foie for President -1840.
Maine,
194
Mn -sac.hu setts,
1,621
Vermont,
319
Connecticut,
174
New-York,
2,463
Pennsylvania,
343
Ohio,
903

THE ELECTIONS.

Harrison’s

GEORGIA.

Unofficial. returns from the whole State
give an average whig majority of 8377 votes.
ALABAMA.

Tn 29 counties Harrison’s majority is 3405.
Whig gain since August last 3185. The resuit is uncertain.
TENNESSEE.

Unofficial returns from all the counties in
the Stale show a Harrison majority of 12,303.
ILLINOIS.

The accounts from this State are contradic
tory. The result will not probably be ascer
tained until the votes are officially counted.

THE TEMPERANCE CAUSE.

We invite attention to the following com
PROBATE NOTICES
munication from Mr. Goodenow, President
dll a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
of the “ York County Temperance Society.”
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
The cause commends itself to the favorable
day oj November, in the year of our Lord
consideration of every well wisher to his race.
eighteen hundred and forty, by the Honoura
ble WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
It has an able advocate in Mr. Lovejoy,
Court :
the Agent of the Maine Temperance U7VTANCY KNIGHT, named executrix in a
nion. •
-LN certain instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament of Daniel Knight, late
[For
the
K
ennebunk
Gazette
.]
u
---------- i i
)i of
'
DHUl, IIJ
Eliot,
in ScliU
said C'HIIHy,
county, (¡eVCi
deceased, having
To the Friends of Temperance in the County presented the same for probate :
ri.
•'
rpi
...
..
_
of York.
ORDERED—That the said. executrix give
to all persons interested, by causing a
notice
Permit me to invite your attention to the
copy of this order to be published three
Lectures of the Rev. J. C. Lovejoy, as Aweeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga- |
gent of the Maine Temperance Union. He zette, primed at Kennebunk, that they may i
has lectured in this town, this week, and has appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al- i
been listened to, by all who heard him, with fred, in said county, on the first Monday of
unmingled pleasure. No class in the com January next, at ten of the clock in the fore
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
munity, young or old, temperate or intem the said instrument should not be proved, ap
perate, can attend his lectures without edifi proved and allowed, as the last will and test
cation and profit. He tells us what temper ament of said deceased.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ance has done, and what she seeks to do,
A true copy,—Attest,
with a newness and freshness oi style and
William Cutter Allen, Register.
November 27.
manner, which will lead us to new and fresh
efforts in this good cause ; efforts which will At a Court of Probate, holden at Alfred, with
give that satisfaction and peace of mind,
in and for the County of York, on the first
Monday in November, in the year of our
whicj) can only result from a consciousness
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the Hon.
of having done our duty to the community aWM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
rotmd us.
N the petition of George Littlefield, exec
The object of this communio?'is, to de
utor of the last will of Gideon Littlefield,
late of Wells, in said county, deceased,*rep
sire the friends of temperance, iti each town,
to use their eflorts to bring as many persons resenting that the use, profits and income of
the whole of the real and personal estate of
as possible within the sound of bis voice. said Gideon are not adequate to the comforta
Small contributions from each town are ble support of Betsey Littlefield, mother of
needed in order to pay a debt which the said Gideon. ; and praying for a license to
Maine Temperance Union have incurred, and sell and convey so much of said real and
personal estate as will produce the sum oftwo
in order to enable them to continue their hundred and twenty dollars and forty-five
laudable and useful operations ; <contributions ! cents, for the support of the said Betsey, acwhich will not be withheld by those .who con I cording to the provisions of the will of the
sider-how much they owe the temperance said Gideon Littlefield :
j ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
reformation, and how much it has saved them tice thereof to all persons interesied
interested in said
in money, to say nothing of mind, moral-, e"tia)e’i !)y causing a copy ofjhis order to he
health and comfort, within the last ten or P'^’l'shed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
twelve years. If we thus cast our bread up in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
successively,
that they mayV <<appear
at aa rPro.
--------- -J/peai at
!<)•
on the waters, who can doubt that, <even be|.............
)ilte Court to be .......v.,«
holden <n
at ii<>iiii-ur:i
North-Berwick,
in
hick, II)
fore many days, we shall find it again ?
said county, on the first Monday in Decem
Respectfully Your Friend; &c.
ber next, at ten of the clock in tlx? forenoon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
DANIEL GOODENOW.
prayer of said petition should not he granted.
Alfred, November 25, 1840.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.

y

io.
St.

otln
Ber, it* '
ail
ing
tid
g-

O

We leain from Augusta, that the returns
from Bremen and Chandlerville, to which we
alluded a few days since, as not having been
HYMENEAL
received at the office of the Secretary of Stale,
reached that place on the 18th inst., in sea
MARRIED — In Saco, 22d inst. Mr. George
son to be counted. We are also informed, H. Riel), of.l'ortland, to Miss Esther A. Foss, of
that it is understood there, that, at the pres Saco.
In Scarboro’, on Tuesday evening, Mr. Wil
ent session, the Governor and Council will
count the votes for Senators, and for Member liam H. Deering, of Waterboro’, to Mrs. Fran
of Congress in the Hancock and Washington ces Moulton, of S.
In Boston, Mr. John H. Bartlett to Mrs. Maiy
District—all of which with the exception of Ann
Stacy, of Eliot Me.
Dedham, are in. In the latter town, it is
In Boston, 19th inst. Capt. Henry A. Hopner,
stated, that in consequence of some mistake . of the bark Roman, to Miss Elizabeth Lewis, of
no vote was cast for Member of Congress.
Kennebunk.
....
.........
All the towns in the State were returned.
OBITUARY.,
The votes returned from the town of Kings
bury were not counted, the Selectmen having
DIED—In Boston, 15th inst. Mrs. Merriam
neglected to give notice of the meeting. We
R-, wife of Mr Samuel Howard, jun. formerly
do not understand that the votes of any other of
Eliot, Me., aged 32 years.
town were rejected.—Portland Adv.
Off Mount Desert, Me. Capt Thomas Punir,

A true copy,—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.

November 14.

Al a Court of Probate, held at Alfred, with
in and for the County of York, on the first
Monday in November, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred andforty, by the Hon.
MAINE.
fYM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
OFFICIAL RETURNS.
athan Dane appleton,executor weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
of the will of Porter Lambert, late of Al zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
The following are the aggregates of the
appear
at a Probate Court to hq held at
fred, in said county, deceased, having present

votes for Electors of President and Vice Pres
ed his first account of administration of the es North Berwick, in said county, on the first
ident, in the several counties in this Slate, at
tate ol said deceased for
jor allowance
UIHIVVailCe :Z and
ailil also
alSO Monday of December next, at ten of the
!»'•* Private account against the estate of said clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
the Election on the 2d instant,—as officially
deceased, for allowance :
they have, why the same should not be al
canvassed by the Governor and Council.
ORDERED-That the aid executor lowed.
Har. V. B. Abolition.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
give notice to all persons interested, by
A true copy—Attest,
York.
4785 Ö715
4
causing a copy of this order to be publish
Wm, Cutter Allen, Register.
Cumberland,
6791 6438
ed three weeks successively, in the Kenne
28
aged about 50 years—Keeper of the Light House
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
Lincoln,
6286 5188
The Executive Council of this State ad ou Mount Desert Rock.
14
county, that thgy may appear at a Probate
Ktifiiiebec,
6905 3520
a^idfor the County of York, on the first Mon
journed on Wednesday last, after a session of
43
Court to be held at Alfred, in said
Waldo,
day in November, in the year oj our Lord
2694 5069
3
a week. The Senatorial returns were exam
SHIP NEWS.
county, on the first Monday of January
eighteen
hundred and forty, by the Hon.WM.
1 Somerset,
3684 2597
21
ined during the session. The votes for mem
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
KEANEBUNK, NOV. 28, 1840.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
j Oxford,
2932 4800
19
shew cause, if any they have, why the
ber oFCongress in Hancock and Washington
LEMENT NOBLE, administrator of the
Franklin,
- 1848 2058
same should not allowed.
22
District were not counted.
estate of Amaziah Noble, late of Ken
Sailed
from
Cuxhaven,
21st,
Horace.
White,
; Penobscot,
4333 4445
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llex
,
Register.
4
nebunk, in said county, deceased, having pre
The Senatorial votes in this county, as of New Orleans.
A
true
copj
.
—
Attest,
Piscataquis,
1275 1136
27
sented his first account of administration of
ficially counted, stand thus:
Sailed from the Girond«, 21st, Elizabeth, Gil
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Hancock,
the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
2434 2509
patrick, Havana.
November 14.
YORK
COUNTY.
ORDERED—That the said administrator
Washington,
2357 2235
Sid
from
Flushing,
24th
ult.
Diantha,
Shorev.
9
Whigs.
Locos.
St. Ubes
’
J- Al a Court of Probate, held at Alfred, within pve notice to all persons interested, by caus
Aroostook,
John Sanhorn
289
480
4524 | »Gilman L. Bennett 5428
Ar. at New Orleans, 7th inst. ship Regulus,
Thomas Carl
and for the County of llork, on the first ing a copy of this order to be published, three
—
•
4524 j * Thomas C. La ne 5424
John L. Lawrence 3984 | »1’hos.. Goodwin, 2d. 5429 Thompson, Liverpool. Sept. 14. Cid. ship" Pro
I \
Monday in jVovember, in the year ofour Lord weeks successively,in the KennebunkGazette,
46613 46190
194
Jeremiah S. Putnam 429 |
pontis, Wise, Havre
eighteen hundred and forty, by the Honorable printed at Kennebunk,in said county,that they
J. A. Morrill
41 |
46190
Sid. from Havana, Sth, brig Packet, Ward,
If M. A. HA } ES, Judge of said Court;
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
bca tiering 20.
Philadelphia.
OHN ROBERTS, giiaidian of Eliza J. North Berwick, in said county, on the first
Whig majority
423
»Declared elected by the Governor and Council.
Slone and Hannah Stone, minors and Monday of December next, at ten of the clock
SHERIFF’S SAEE.
children of John Stone, late of Kennebunk, in the forenoon, and shew cause, ifany they
[The result in the other districts will be
MASSACHUSETTS.
it) said county, deceased, having presented have, why the same should not be allowed.
published next week. The Whigs have elect
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Resistor.
his first account of guardianship of his said
The votes for Electors, in Massachusetts, ed 16 Senators, the locos 8, and there is one
York ss....November 20, A. D. 1840.
A true copy—Attest,
HAVE taken ou several executions, and wards for allowance :
¡have been officially canvassed and stand thus : vacancy in the Eastern District.]
ORDERED—That the said guardian give ___________ Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
shall sell at PUBLIC AUCTION, at the
highest vole on the Harrison ticket 72,913,
notice
to all persons interested, by causing a Al a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
Post-Office in South-Berwick, in said coun

¡highest on the Van Buren 52,432 ; whig ma From China.—The ship Ann McKitn has ty, on Thursday the tweniy-fonrrh'day of De copy of i his order to be published three
in o ndfor the County of York, on the first
arrived at New York from Canton, bringing cember next, at 2 of the clock in the afternoon, weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga Monday in November, in the year of
jority 20,481.
news*from Màbao to June 23. The news is —all the right in equity which George Plais- zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
The votes for Representatives to Con- not important except that the British expedi
ted of/South-Berwick aforesaid, lias in and that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of 'said
igress, in the several districts in the State, tion had arrived, and had declared a block to redeem the following described real estate, be held at Alfred, in said comity, on the first
Court ;
Monday
of
January
next,
at
ten*
of
the
clock
ade
of
all
the
entrances
to
the
river
of
Can

¡have likewise been officially declared.
situate in said South-Berwick,—containing
DWARD E. BOURNE, administrator of
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
ton,
to
commence
on
the
28th.
forty acres, more or less, with the buildings
In ’.he first district, Robert C. Winthrop
the estate of John Bourne, late of Ken
have,
why
the
same
should
not
be
allowed.
Only 5500 land troops were left to sustain
nebunk, in said county, deceased, having
i( whig) is elected over Bradford Sumner (V. the blockade, and the main portion of the ar thereon, lying upon both sides of the new
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
road leading from the Great Works road to
presented his second account of administra
A true copy,—Attest,
IB.) by a majority of3054 votes. Mr. Win- rived fleet immediately sailed north on ac Wells road, and the same is hounded by said
tion of the estate of said deceased, for allow
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Ithrop is also elected to fill the vacancy in the count Of the season.
road, and by lauds of the Great Works Man
ance :
November 13.
The
remainder
of
the
squadron
was
ex

ufacturing Company, hy lands of Richard
ORDERED—That the said administrator
present Congress occasioned by the resigna
pected daily. In the mean time the Chinese Hodsdon, hy Great Works river, by lands of At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within give notice to all persons interested, by caus
tion of Mr. Lawrence.
laughed at the small force of 5,500 men. Samuel Pierce, by Great Works road, and by
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon ing a copy of this order to be published three
In the 2d district, Leverett Saltonstall They had sent out floating fires composed of Wells road,—the same being subject to the
day in November, in the year of our Lord weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
‘(whig) is re elected over Robert Rantoul, jr, old boats, loaded with combustibles, for the incumbrance ofa mortgage deed, the particu
eighteen hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM. zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
purpose of burning the Biitish vessels, but the lars of which will be made known at the
A. HAYES, Judge oj said Court :
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
Í(V. B.) by a majority of 1877 votes.
fire boats were easily prevented from doing time and place of sale.
OSEPH DANE., guardian of Sarah S. held at North Berwick, in said county, on the
In the 3d district, Caleb Cushing (whig) is any mischief.
—ALSO—
and Lucy A. Smith, minors and child first Monday of December next, at ten of the
re-elected over Gay ton P. Osgood {V. B.) hy
We may here repeat that previous to this
All the right in equity which said George
ren of Benjamin Smith, late of Kennebunk,
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
third attempt to burn the English fleet, the Plaisied has in and to redeem a certain other in said county, deceased, having presented his they have, why the same should not be al
«i majority of2482 votes.
In the 4th district, William Parmenter (V. Chinese government had sent a boat load of lot of land, situate in said Smt ’¿-.Berwick, second account of guardianship of his said lowed.
poisoned lea, packed in small parcels, to be
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
B.) is re elected over Nathan Brooks (whig) sold to the sailors ; this nefarious attempt it with the buildings thereon, containing about wards for allowance :
A true copy, Attest,
two acres, and is bounded by land# lately be
—That the said guardian
by a majority of 244 votes. Mr. P.’s majori is reported was thus discovered The boat longing to Thomas Leigh, by lands of Wil giveORDERED
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
notice to all persons interested, by caus
ijy over Brooks and all others is only 63.
was captured by pirates, who sold her cargo liam A. Hayes, and is the same estate on ing a copy of this order to be published
to
their
fellow
countrymen
;
many
deaths
folwhich said George Plaisted now lives, and three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
ÄfflBÄZFJF’Ä MM,
J In the 5th district, Levi Lincoln (whig) is
lowed the use of this poisoned tea ; so many, which he purchased of one Ebenezer Plais Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
Sre-elected over Isaac Davis (V. B.) by a ma j indeed',
that it is said the attention of the dis ted,—the same being subject to the incum ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
jority of 2856 votes.
trict magistrates was drawn to the circum brance of a certain other mortgage deed, the to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the Yoke
X be sold at Public Auction,
In the 6th district, Osmyn Baker (whig) is stances.
particulars of which will be made known at first Monday of January next, at ten of the on Monday, the seventh day of December
The
appearance
was,
that
no
négociation
the
time
and
place
of
sale.
Te-elected over Rodolphus Dickinson (V. B.)
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon at the
would be brought about, nor any efficient ac
Conditions made known at the time and they have, why the same should not be al store of Milo J. Goss in Alfred, in said coun
iby a majority of 2630 votes.
tion on the part of the British beyond the place thereof.
lowed.
ty, all the right which Jacob Emery ofShapIn the 7th district, George W. Briggs blockade, for some months, as the fleet which
G. C. WALLINGFORD, D. Shff.
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
leigh, has to redeem a certain lot of land hi
(whig) is re-elected over Henry W. Bishop sailed for the north could not well get back if
A true copy,—Attest,
South-Berwick, Nov. 27, 1840.
said
Shapleigh,—with the buildings thereon,
it should try.
VV. B.) by a majority of 896 votes.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
now occupied by him,—by virtue of a bond
November 6.
A letter from a correspondent of the New
In the 8th district, William B. Calhoun
from Charles N. Cogswell and Samuel Pray,
dated March 20ih, 1839.
ipvhig) is re-elected over Chester W. Chapin York Herald, dated at Macao, June 23, says
-------000
-------there is every reason to anticipate a long in
SAMUEL M. PARSONS, D. Shffi
V(V. B.) by a majority of 1396 votes.
terruption to the trade, say from six or eigh FipHE subscriber being about to make some
Z^AME into the enclosure of Alfred, Nov. 13, 1840.
X
new
arrangements
in
his
business,
re

In the 9th district, Wm. S. Hastings (whig' teen
1
months. The feeling there was, that (
■
the subscriber, recently,
had naval force enough, but that’ they Jquests all persons indebted to him for Papers
is re-elected over Alexander H. Everett, (V. they
1
NOTICE.
a
red
. COW, with a leather
or Advertising,—by Note or Account,—to
LL persons having accounts with the
string through her dewlap,
•IB.) by a majority of 1699 votes.
(were in want of more land force ; and as ’make payment without delay.—Those neglect
subscriber
are requested to make imthey have not frightened the Chinese as much •
In the 10th district no choice was effected, ias they expected, we think they will have to ing will find their demands in the hands of crooked horns, end of tail white. The own- IÌ mediate settlement. All indebted, to pay p_
er
is
requested
to
prove
property,
pay
charg'
It is now represented by Henry Williams ’wait until next season.
‘an Attorney for collection.
and all having any sort of demand to exhibit
es and take her away.
flJ^WOOD and COUNTRY PRODUCE
it.
*
ELIJAH CURTIS.
«V. B.) who rendered himself somewhat con- 4
JOHN LITTLEFIELD,jr.
will
be
received
from
those
who
cannot
make
Wells, October 16, 1840.
Kennebunk, Nov. 24,1840.
fpicuous during the last session of Congress,! Fire —A large barn in East Salisbury, it convenient to pay Cash, if delivered imme
Mass, was destroyed by fire on the afternoon
joy his speech in favor of the Sub-Treasury, of Tuesday last, together with a lot of timber, diately.
DXSSOXUTXON-.
i|n the course of which he expressed the opin grain, &e. &c. Loss $500—no insurance.
(t?3All persons having demands against
LL persons indebted to the Monsam Man-' IT1HE co-partnership heretofore existing beion that the spare diet of the laborers of I he fire was probably caused by the careless the subscriber, are requested to present them
ufacturing Company, for sawing lumber,
tween the subscriber and James Cole is
JAMES K. REMICH.
pasturing, &c. are requested to make imme
 day bv mutual consent dissolved.
: this
Fiance and England would be no disadvan- ness of some boys in the use of friction for payment.
Gazette
Office,
>
matches !
diate payment to
J ABEZ SMITH. |
"
JOSEPH S. PIKE.
Kennebunk, Nov. 29,1840. $
Kennebunk, Nov. 28. 1840.
I Wells, October 27, 1840.

We continue below our record of the re
sults of the elections for Presidential Elec
tors, &c.
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D A VÏD’S OR HE.
RRANDRETWS
PILLSJ
!
. VEGETABLE
S-.»
eCjiCine 'aad all diseases of the tag’s. ’
BREW PLASTER.
and Universal. ^¡]
Medic

A

VEGETABLE PUL viONARY BALproved by the experience of thousandis to
be, when properly persevered with, a certain ¡ SAM is believed to be deservedly the most npHE peculiarities of this Chemical Comcure in every form of the Only One Disease, popular Medicine ever known in America, for
I
pound are owing to its extraordinary
u.. u»,.«»
........
___ ............
_&js, cole
colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig.
all having the
same origin.,
and ..invariably
arise coughs,
from the’UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of aments and muscles ; its virtues being car
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula- every kind,
. [i The
The Vega
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been ried by them to the immediate seat of dis
lion of the BLOOD.
Always on hand a general assortment of
jflk
years; ease, or of pain and weakness.
In a period of little more than tthree wyears in very extensively used for about twelve
,
_»..♦« .T* i
» •.
a *: *
1, ...-» ka
»1 ci n n 1 117 1 nr* r p {».«t n if
However good any internal remedy may^
the
United
States,
thev
have restored to i a» state
of Uan(
been r»
constantly
increasing.
%
t f t l, Vz V«
J--—
II jI pg » reputation
V* 5J»
- - — - - -~has
— ■
■ v
—5
------ ALL KINDS OF------.
* .
M n ' ti TI M n D D Fl t /■«.
•
i1
ic n »-f min
\ ni a
be this, as an external application, will prove
hfaith
and enjoyment
over ONE
HUNDRED ¡So universally
popular kor.
has Ithis
article become
1.
.......................
u
Essences, Spices, Rose-Water, &c.
......- --- 4persons, who
>--------------------THOUSAND
were given
over -as {hat it may now be considered as a standard arti a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis
Brandy, Gin, Wine and Alcohol.
incurable by physicians of the first rank and cle in a large part ot the United States and Brit ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo
Quinces for preserves, and all kinds of—
standing, and in many cases when every other ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections,
by them, considering it the most safe as well as King’s E*l, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron
FRUIT, NUTS & CONFECTIONARY. remedy had been resorted to in vain.
— ALSO —
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it certain remedy for the above complaints. The ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
Just received a new and complete assort be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or Proprietors have received, and are receiving pain or weakness exists.
pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu numerous recommendations from many of our
ment of TOYS FOR CHILDREN.
A gentleman travelling in the South of
Physicians, who make use oi it in their prac
{Jj^Gentlemen and Ladies please call at tional or from some immediate cause, whether best
tice. The names of a few individuals who have Fan-operand Palestine, in 1830, heard so
it
be
from
internal
or
external
injury,
it
will
be
the
cured by persevering in the use of these Pills- »Aven their testimony in favor of this article are much said in the latter place in praise of
[UMONUMWT SO!M
and for a more full account see Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
I_____subjoined,
J
This great principle of u PURGING '' i.n , here
and examine the articles offered-for sale, as I sickness
sidered) miraculous cures it had performed,
Fs beginning to be appreciated, It is i the envelope to the bottle.
am anxious to dispose of them at the lowest found much more convenient to take an occa-’. Doct. Amory Hunting, | Docf.JSamuel Morrill, that he was induced to try it on his own
Cashprices.
SAMUEL JORDAN.
“ Truman Abell,
" Timothy Bayjies, person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the
sional dose of halfa dozen Pills, and be always
Je re. Ellsworth,
Kennebunk, October 30, 1840.
“ Thomas Brown,
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
removal of which had been the chief object
Albert Guild.
William Perry,
■ blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that
of his journey, but which had resisted the
AN INTERESTING CASE.
GOODS.,
if you aré not killed, you will be sure to have
genial influence of that balmy and delicious
HE subscriber has just received, in addi months of miserable weakness, and the only one Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, climate.
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
tion to bis former Stock, the following, who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at the
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A
difference between the appearance of those two
among other articles, viz :—
right side of the chest, where the pain was
remarkable
cure
was
effected
by
the
Vegetable
persons
—
one
has
been
treated
by
your
regular
— a good assortment of —
i Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of seated, another between the shoulders, and
Broadcloths, Cassi meres, Satinetts and Bea practitioner—see how pale and debilitated lie 1 1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a one over the region of the liver. In the
is,
see
how
the
shadow
of
death
throws
his
ver Cloths ; Red, Yellow and White Flan
glance from his emaciated countenance, lomr time with the'consumption. His physician mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
nels ; a good selection of Merinoes, Blue Blk, solrtary
He soon found his
see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes had'given him up. He was reduced so low as to of laxative qualities.
Blk and Invisible Green Alepine ; Silk and ,¡sunk;
his teeth deslroyed-his constitution,, be unable to help himself, and was raising a health improving : and in a few weeks his
Worsted, Cotton and Worsted Cambleteens ;( perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how laroe quantity of blood, when he commenced cough left him, the sallowness of bis skin disAlpecca, Thibet, Cashmere and Highland the Doctor > dogates to himself credit. He usin<r the Balsam, which effected »complete cure appeared, his pain was removed, and his
Shawls ; Blk Satin Smchaws ; Grò de Swiss, says, “ most, inveterate case of Liver com■ and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was health became perfectly reinstated.
Mr. Mv.idy
Moody has removed from this town, hut he
Satin and London Vesting; Irish Linen; plaint”— “ nothing but the most energetic reme-■ M..
Since that tin^ he has been recommend
has promised me a more detailed account of his
Crash ami Russia Diaper; Col’d and White1,i dies saved him.”’ Energetic measures! \. e.• ha®
ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for
L. which
.,J. I will forward
r
7you. E.
C. S. CLAY
fine Cambrics; Colored Wadding ; Woolen Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,, case,
__ ;
mt
<7» f
o-oq
all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
Kingston, N.
Y. June 25, 11838.
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Horse Blankets.
Argyle, Nova Scotia
tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache,
with
that
comforter
of
the
teeth
and
gums
—
;
.
—
J
-ULSO?n the winter of 1837 and 1838, 1 was seized Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
MERCURY
—
and
positively
make
a
man
mis

A good assortment of Williams’ Shoes,
violent, cough which continued two 01 ry case of which it has proved, an effectual
with a violent
Slippers and Ties ; Ladies’ Leather Shoes; erable th« sad remainder of his existence ; this is three months My cough was so severe that 1 cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy
called curing. Shocking folly !
„
Plain and Fig’d Rubbers ; Children’s Boots
Let us now look at your “purged man—the was obliged to sit up in'bed two or three hours effects of its softening and healing qualities
much r'-'de
reduced
—4 in in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors,
and Shoes; Bovs’Thick Bootsand Shoes.
man who has taken Brandrelh’s Pills for Eiver during the night, and 1 was m:'.=h
...................
j appetite
r• One
flesh
and strength
and my
gome.
' -ALSOComplaint-he has the firm, elastic tread oi of^niy*
| FW3U «»»»(XV.
Knots, Wens, While Swelling, Hard Tu
’neighbors -------had------a bottl/of
the Vegetable
---------,,
Sperm and Refined OIL-.
conscious strength, his countenance is clear Ol
< UIJ
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the
Pulmonary
Balsam,
which
he
would
not
sell
PORTER HALL.
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling .with ,
Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction
the feeling of new life and animation; he has He however loaned it to me till 1 could procure
Kennebunk, Oct. 29, 1840.
of
himself and others.
him
another.
I
experienced
immediate
relief
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us- I
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca
it. The first opportunity I had I procured
ed nothing but the true Brandretw Pills, and from
j
FARM FOR SALE.
rose without any injury being sustained more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
Ftp HE FARM, formerly owned by Samuel soon
of my life.
JAMES VV. LENOX.
in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in ervation
1
I Curtis, deceased, situated in Wells, a- a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
Dec. 17, 1838.
fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses,
botit one mile from the post road, leading o- entirely recovered the attack ‘. because his
&e„ No female subject to pain or weakness
counterfeits, beware of imposition !
vey Maryland ridge, so called, containing a- blood and fluids have become pm ified, and hav
in the back or side, should be without it.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue
bout 200 acres of land of various qualities for ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
j Married ladies, in delicate situations, find
wrapper,
on
which
is
a
label,
signed
by
S
ampson
soTids
are
thereby
renovated,
and
he
is
not
berne
grass, tillage and pasturing, with a good pro
Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU- great relief from constantly wearing this
portion of wood ami timber, all well watered,1 down bv useless particles, but has renewed ins
plaster.
INE.
is for sale.—Further description is unnecessa life and" body both.
It has lately been discovered that the Jew
iJjr’The outside Yellow Label will have, on
The
principle
of
purging
with
Brandrelh
s
ry, for no person would purchase without
and after December 1839, in addition to that of David's or Hebrew Plaster is a sore remedy
Pills,
removes
nothing
but
the
useless
and
de

first examining for himself. Terms liberal. cayed particles from the body,-the morbid and Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut for Corns as the following certificate will
ELIJAH CURTIS.
show—more can be seen by calling upon our
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors ler, one of his partners.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable I ulrao- agents in the Villages.
Wells, October 16, 1840.
which cause disease—they impede the funcnary
Balsam
has
been
the
cause
for
attempts
to
CERTIFICATE.
PRS‘ India Rubber Over Shoes5 tionsofthe liver when they settle upon that introduce spurious articles, which by partially
East Bloomfield, Fob. 18, 1840
organ, and which, when they settle upon the
iww -for sale by S. H. GOULD.
assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula
Messrs Comstock & Co.—1 teal myself under
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the t
ted
to
mislead
and
deceive
the
public.
Among
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 24, 1840.
great obligation to you or your Jew David’s
nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs,pro-j
I have been troubled with corns on
duce consumption ; or. upon th« intestines, cos-1I these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary Plaster.
I
Balsam,
”
“
Vegetable
Pulmonary
Balsamic
Syr

my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
FOR ^ALE
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’» Com every thing that was recommended, but could
sels', apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
-- ------ 000-------> I
HMD'S. Rock Salt ;
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur find nothing that did any good, till I tried the
co-partnership heretofore existing un- j
LäW 18 do. Porto Rico Molasses.
chaser« should enquire for the true «rticle by its Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied
all who behold them.
1). & S. WARD.
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO
der the firm of
Yes, purging these humors from the body is NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 16, 1840.
hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
signatures of the genuine.
offand left a hollow place, and are entirely well,
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser andEach
bottle and seal is stamped “Vegetable and as smooth as they ever were.
is this dav. by mutual consent, dissolved.
rpllE HUMAN HAIR.—Where the hair ttion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it. Pulmonary Balsam.”
Yours Respectfully.
AII persons having unsettled accounts i
is observed to be growing thin, nothing ;is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
q^Qne more Counterfeit, besides the
WONTON JOSLIN.
known,
and
more
and
more
appreciated.
can
be
more
preposterous
than
the
use
of
oils,
I
with said firm are requested to adjust the
“ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with
The
cure
by purging may more depend up■ above alluded to ! —An attempt has been made to
same with Hophni Eaton,—and all having grease, or any fatty matter. Their applica on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
demands against said firm, will present the tion can only be recommended through the <than may be generally imagined. Whatever deceive the public by a spurious mixture called
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
Rochester, N Y.
grossest ignorance, as they hasten the fall of ’tends to stages will produce sickness, because. “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes
same to him for payment.
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
HOPHNI EATON.
the hair, by increasing the relaxation ot the it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampsen
Lee
—
said
to
bs
prepared
by
an
unprincipled
For sale, also, by the following sub-Asrnts;
CHARLES LINDSEY.
skin. When there is a harsh, dry or con- of constant exercise is seen.
[ man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kennitraded skin, and where the small blood ves
When Constant exercise cannot be usedf a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is
Wells, Nov. 12, 1840.
sels which carry nourishment to the bulb are FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of a most foul attempt to deceive the public and bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch;
FT1HE subscriber will continue business at obstructed, then the oils, &c., may be good, Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.j avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
A the store lately occupied by EATON as they tend to relax the skin ; but alone, they Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
For »ale by REED, WING & CUTLER,
life, are kept free from those impurities
& LINDSEY, and respectfully solicits a are of no avail. I here must be a sttmului-, of
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers m Drugs, “O.R. SEARS’ UNIVERSAL BANGUIwhich
would
prevent
its
steady
current
minis

continuation of the patronage ot the custom to rouse the vessels from their torpor, and tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat O N A RIA N or B LOO D ROOT Pl LLS.
quicken the current of the blood.—Extract vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na ham Street, Boston, and ‘by Druggists and coun The proprietor feels the fullest confidence in
ers of the late firm.
_a
try merchants generally in New England, and in the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they
HOPHNI EATON. from Clirehugh’s Treatise on the hair.
ture which is thus assisted through the means the principal places throughout the United States are presented to the public on their own mer
The Balm of Columbia is the only prepara and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Wells, Nov. 14,1840.
______
and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
its alone, and his only wish is io have their
tion that can have that effect, being entirely
Dr. -Brandreth’s Offices in New York
September 4, 1840.
claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory
free from any oily substance. Its positive are 241 BROADWAY, W5 Hudson st. and 276
To
test ot intelligent experience.
qualities
are
as
follows
:
Bowery
j
between
Prince
and
Houston
Sts.
the several towns and plantations in Maine.
MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES—
A gentleman stopping at the Astor House,
]st_For infants, keeping the head free
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
The
efficacy
of
Moffat
’
s
Life
Pills
find
Phe

IT having been understood that the Asses from scurf, and causing a luxuriant growth
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
N. Y., writes thus :
nix Bitters having been tested by thousands
ses of many of the towns and plantations of hair.
New York, April 9th, 1839.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
...
yearly, for several years, and having estab
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dour sir,—Having by
have deposited their returns of the State Valu
2d-For ladies after child-birth, restoring
lished beyond further cavil their infinite su the use of three boxes of your U. SanguinaPittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
ation, required tube lodged in the office of the the skin to its natural strength and firmness,
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
periority over all other specifics for human rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely curd
Secretary of State, in the Post Office; not and preventing the falling out of the hair.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
maladies, as the published testimony of hun of a complication ofbdious complaints wiin
being aware, it is presumed, of the expense
3,1 — For any person recovering from any
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr. which 1 had been afflicted for between two
to which they are subjected — and such le debility the same effect is produced.
JVew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera and three years, it is with feelings of heart
turns Being chargeable with letter postage,
4th —If used in infancy till a good growth
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever felt gratitude that I now address you to ac
the undersigned deems it a duty to appiisel.
, is started, it may be preserved by attention to
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
such Assessors as have forwarded lheii ie-,I the latest period of life.
(Ty’/iino to be secure from Counterfeit Pills malady they may, whether it is better to con quaint you of the fact. 1 had consulted sev
tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures oi dis eral eminent physicians, taken pleniihilly
turns bv mail, and al! others concerned, that
5th_|t frees the head from dandruff,' purport ing to be Bran dreth s Pills.
or by applying the remedy furnished in Brandrelh’s, Lee’s, and many other pills,.but
Never purchase without being positively sure ease,
,
not feeling authorized to incur the expense strengthens the roots, imparts health and vig
to the State, no such returns will be taken our to the circulation, and prevents the hair that the person selling has an Engraved cer his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration all to no purpose ; in fact 1 continually grew
tificate of Agency, and [Q3observe it has been to health, comfort and enjoyment?
He more feeble and emaciated —my usual weight
from the Post Office, without special direc from changing colour or getting gray.
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee thinks there can be but one answer to this when in health was 175 lbs. and 1 was reduc
tions, by the Legislature.
6th — It causes the hair to curl beautifully after
12
months
from
date
that
Pills
sold
by
the
question—and that answer an immediate ap ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit
PHILIP C. JOHNSON, Sec’y of State.
when done up in it over night.
are genuine.
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI- tle food I did eat was poorly digested. l w»s
Publishers of newspapers that publish the
(j^No ladies’ toilet should ever be made¡ holder
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied . DOTES to be obtained at bis principal ollaws of the Slate, are requested to insert the without it.
at last confined to my room and most ofW
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
7th—Cliildren who have by any means con Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer lime to my bed. While in this appalls?
above.
ous agencies.
condition a friend inquired if I had tried your
November 5, 1840.
_______ _
tracted vermin in the head, are immediately Principal New England Office,
(j^These valuable Medicines are for sale B. R- Pills, being answered in the negative
and perfectly cured of them by its use. It is
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.

'n front of James Osborn's house, on the road
leading from Portsmouth to Saco.
---- =--- 000-------UST received, a fresh supply of MEDI
CINES <>f the first quality.
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EATON & LINDSEY,
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Of

Fall & Winter
Goods !
--------- 000-------- -

he recommended them to me, having him
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
infallible.
c
August 6,1840.
self been restored by their use from a some
A CASE IN POINT.—1 had unfortunate- JOHN OSBORN & Co.;
what similar, though les$ aggravated compli
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gou’d ;
lv lost nearly all the hair from the top of my
cation of diseases. I immediately sent to
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
S now opening an extensive assortment of head, when I commenced the use of the
STOBATIVB.
your central office, procured a box, ami be
Balm of Columbia, and have, by the use of and Seleucus Adams ;
FOREIGN fc DOMESTIC
-------- 000--------ing partially relieved by their use, purchase
two bottles, had my head covered with a fine
Lyman, William Huntress;
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands two boxes more ; and now, although scarce*
growth of hair. There can be no mistake in
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
unrivalled for the following complaints, ly two weeks has elapsed since I cornmence
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;
the matter, as any of my friends can see by
viz ‘.-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv

comprising as great variety of STAPLE
taking
them, by the blessing of Providence
rolling on me. I had also become quite gray,
Lebanon Libbey & Wood ;
.lers, Di
^sySAsmma,
- u- JXgentirel’ %coverea niy former h '1'
er, Bilious Disorders,
Dropsy,
Asthma, fosFANCY ARTICLES as can be found in this but had the gray hairs’plucked out, and it has
South Ber wick, Parks & Wilson ;
and b,
am fest y ini„g 6lreIlgth and flesh. I
tiveness, Worms 1and loss ol Appetite,
..
vicinity. The above having been purchased grown in, as the Balm says, of the natural
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
„.....„h „...1
cleansing the stomach
and bowels, cures gl(al) ca)1 lo.mol.mw fol. two 01. three
for cash r.nd carefully selected, he flatters colour. If any body doubts these facts, let
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
pains in the
Side,,Stomach
himself he is enabled to otter at prices as fa them call upon me and see. 1 bought the
v..------ ___ 14and Breast, Colds • kOveg which I intend to take to my resiilea®
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
1 . Coughs
. ——
r 1long
__
and
of
standing,
!•,, s. Carolina next week, by which*«'
vorable as those who sell cheapest.
Balm of Comstock & Co., 2 Fletcher-street.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. shortness of breath, Nervous
complaints, &.c.,
ventufe t0 lrave|.
—ALSO—
A. R1NDGE.
Spear
;
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known | 6
JAS s< HUBBELL.
GROCER/jES,—Crockery, Jjlass & Hard
Yours
truly,
No. 19 Coenties Slip, Agent of Detroit
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- in removing St. Vitus’ Dance; two bottles
iouis umy,
Ware ; Paints and Oil ;
Line. New-York, Nov. 9.
man ;
CllAA I V LI
V«
• *.?
, -aw—
have been known to cure thisO afflicting
dis-j
R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Cell
Gentlemen’s and Boys’ Boots and Shoes ;
A young gentleman of 388 South MarketYork, Alexander Dennett;
ry exertion for | | ed Rheumatic and Strengthening
ease after having baffled evei\
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Shoes ;
st., Albany, had very coarse, stiff) and straight
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
j
j-s.
—
it
has
a
most
powerful
influence,
I four years. It
ier,—These plasters have been used through
Rubber Over Shoes ;
hair, all of which he lost by its falling out.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
in removing
H greatest part ol Europe and haveW
•emoving nervous complaints. It
I is pleas,‘
School Books and Stationary, &c. &c.
out the
He has used 2 bottles of Balm of Columbia
Buxton Corner, Nathan ’Elden ;
and nu
so vuov
easy in
ant to
io take,
iai\e, aim
ii> its
ivM operation
...... that found to be far more efficacious than aj)
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 24, 1840.
from Comstock & Co., and now has a full
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
it may be administered to the infant with other plaster ever offered to the public for t'
flowing crop of very long, fine hair, which
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
safety.
following complaints, viz : Pain in the
curls most beautifully I His father, whois P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Kbe
--- ----- 000-------one of the most respectable citizens of that
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
DANIEL REMICH.
OSTON ACADEMY Collection of Sa citv. is referred to for the fact.
matism, &c. &c.
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Price 25 cents each.
1.
cred Music—last ed. ;
ffT’THE LATE MAYOR of Philadel
CarMng1
Clothing MM. N.
Cornish, John McLellan;
B. These plasters come to hand nea.
Handel and Haydn Collection of Sacred phia has certified under seal of the city to
fgYHE subscriber will sell at Public Auction,
Limington, James McArthur;
I the character of several divines, physicians,
A on Thursday, the 24th day of Decem spread and need only be applied to the pa
Music ;
Waterborough, Janies Leavett;
National Church Harmony ;
and gentlemen of high standing who declare
ber next, at one o’clock in the afternoon (un- afl-teCl’holesafe and retail, by Bl»^
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Zenner’s Musical Manual for Sabbath positively under their own hands (all of
less previously disposed of at private sale) his i For sale, wholesale and retail, by
Buxton, T. Bolles;
CARDING
&
CLOTHING
MILL
and
M
a
!
&
Thurston,
Easi-riiornaston,
Me..by
which may be seen at the Office) that the balm
Schools ;
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin
CH1NERY, situated in Kennebunk-port, on orders for the Me.heine wd be aithl^T,
Juvenile Lyre : for the use of Primary and of Columbia is not only a certain preserv
Acton, Win. Evans.
Kennebunk river, and the main post road tended to. For sale, also, by the I
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
Common Schools ;
, o. , , ative, but positively a restorative of the human
Child’s Song Book, for the use of Schools hair ; also, a cure ‘for Dandruff'. Who shall
241 Broadway, N. Y.
leading from Kennebunk to Saco. Said Agents ¿-Kennebunk, Dai lei
stand is a good one for Carding and Clothing, under Warren and Samuel JoidIan , d Gs
and Families.
dispute, or who go bald ?
May, 1839.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
or for a small manufacturing establishment.
BEWARE 1 !—Some counterfeiters have
establishment. — Barak Maxwell, Erastus Lntlefiel da» ,
E Baker ; York, J. Brooks and Georg«
Kennebunk, Nov. 6, 1840.
attempted to imitate this article. Let it never
For particulars enquire of
1
MOSES NASON.
be purchased or used unless it have the name —THOMAS’ Farmer’s Almanac for 1841,
FIZst'21,1840.
"~HARRISON almanacs ot Comstock
Co. on a splendid wrapper. „
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 12.
calculated for the State of Maine. For
This is the only external test that will secure JL
for 1841 ;
1 S A low,P?¥R~a 8°Od
sale
by
the
gross,
dozen
or
single
copy
by
the public from deception.
HARRISON Letter Paoer,
D. REMICH.
For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren.
For sale by
JAMLo LORD.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
' Kennebunk, Nov. 6, 1840.
September 26, 1840.
Kennebunk, July 17, 1840.
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dry goods,
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